Phenol Degradation Using Glassy Carbon Electrodes Modified with Particles of Co-Mo Alloy
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This paper reports on a study aimed to modify the surface of glassy carbon (VC) with Co-Mo nanoparticles and to determine their morphology and composition in order to evaluate their electrocatalytic activity for degrading phenol. The electrochemical deposition of Co-Mo from CoSO₄ and Na₂MoO₄ in two molar relations (Co:Mo 2.3:1 and 20:1) was analyzed. Experiments were conducted in a conventional three-electrode cell using glassy carbon as the working electrode (WE), Ag/AgCl(s) as the reference electrode (RE) and Pt as the auxiliary electrode (CE). A citrate bath at pH 6 was used as supporting electrolyte. The electrode modification was carried out potentiostatically at –1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl(s) and galvanostatically at –0.003 A/cm². The modified electrodes were characterized by XRD, TEM and XPS. Analyses showed that the obtained deposits were a mixture of Co₂Mo₃ alloy and CoMoO₃ oxide. The ability of the electrode modified with Co-Mo particles to degrade phenol was studied. Degradation rate was 95% in 3 hours on a synthetic solution of phenol 30 ppm. UV-Vis spectra of the solutions obtained during electrochemical phenol reduction allowed identifying benzene and cyclohexane as the reaction products.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phenols and substituted phenolic compounds in natural waters have toxic effects on humans, animals and plants and they cause undesirable taste and odor in drinking water, even at low
concentrations. For these reasons, many phenolic compounds have been included in environmental legislations [1].

These compounds are released to the environment by many industries, such as pharmaceutical plants, oil refineries and coke plants. They pose great risk to environmental ecology and public health. Most phenols are recalcitrant to the conventional physicochemical and biological treatments [2, 3].

Phenol is considered a model pollutant; it is typically found in effluents from oil, textile, painting, pesticide, dye and pharmaceutical industries. Aromatic compounds are generally toxic and those having a quinone structure exhibit very high toxicity. Removing phenol from aqueous effluents by liquid-liquid extraction for concentrations below 4,000 ppm is not economically viable. Furthermore, biological processes are slow (last more than 21 h) at concentrations above 5 ppm [2, 4]. Hence, other techniques are needed to destroy this pollutant.

Electrochemical techniques that allow reducing the quantity of organic pollutants in solution are: separation by electrofloculation [5, 6]; oxidation by electrogenerated Fenton’s reagent [3, 7–9], among others. The complete oxidation of phenol in aqueous solution by electrochemical means has been carried out on anode materials such as PbO$_2$ [10], WO$_3$ [11, 12] and BDD [4, 13–18].

Electrochemical deposition is a good technique to prepare highly functional catalytic surfaces. Different alloys can be electrodeposited to increase the electrocatalytic activity of the electrode [19, 20]. For example, Kuznetsov et al. found that the rate of hydrogen evolution in 1 M NaOH at 293 K for the Co-Mo alloy is higher than that for pure cobalt deposits obtained in similar conditions. This higher rate is due to the increase of the electrode true surface area and possibly also to the electronic structure of the obtained alloys [21, 22]. Gómez et al. studied the influence of pH on the Co-Mo deposits. The electrolyte pH produced a considerable effect on the deposit morphology (pH 8 produced powder-like deposits) [20]. Sidel’nikova et al. also studied the possibility of obtaining cobalt-molybdenum coatings at room temperature from a citrate electrolyte containing an additional complexing agent—EDTA sodium salt [23].

Electrode surfaces modified with Co-Mo alloys have also shown interesting magnetic properties [20] and can be applied in fuel cells [21, 22]. Direct degradation of organic compounds requires modified electrodes and electrodeposition is a good technique to prepare them [20, 24–27]. Different alloys can be electrodeposited to obtain nanoparticle films with useful electrocatalytic properties. In particular, Co-Mo can be used because of its properties [21, 22], which depend on the molybdenum percentage.

Gomez et al. studied the Co-Mo deposition process and showed that electrodeposition is a suitable method for preparing alloys that contain cobalt and molybdenum [24–27]. Moreover, the electrodeposition of molybdenum with iron-group metals has been gaining importance in recent years due to the high electrocatalytic properties of these metals in the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) [21, 22]. The Co-Mo system is an example of induced codeposition. Molybdenum has not been deposited alone from an aqueous solution [20], but only codeposited with another metal. Induced molybdenum codeposition with iron-group metals has been achieved [20, 23–25]. Knowledge of the induced discharge process is essential to correlate the properties of the coatings to the conditions of their deposition. The presence of polycarboxylate is required to obtain molybdenum codeposits with iron-group metals [24–26].
This paper reports on the glassy carbon electrode modification with particles of cobalt and molybdenum, its characterization and the deposit’s electrocatalytic activity in the phenol reduction in an alkaline solution.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

All chemicals used were analytical grade (CoSO$_4$·7H$_2$O, Na$_2$MoO$_4$·2H$_2$O, and sodium citrate (Na$_3$C$_6$H$_5$O$_7$·2H$_2$O)). Solutions were freshly prepared with nanopure water. Before experiments, solutions were de-aerated with nitrogen. Working solutions were: 1) S1: CoSO$_4$ (100 mM) and Na$_2$MoO$_4$ (5 mM); 2) S2: CoSO$_4$ (100 mM) and Na$_2$MoO$_4$ (43 mM); 3) S3: CoSO$_4$ (100 mM). Sodium citrate (200 mM) was used as the supporting electrolyte for both solutions. Working pH was 6.0 and the temperature was maintained at 25°C.

Cyclic voltammetry was used to determine the conditions of nucleation and growth of Co-Mo deposits. The reference electrode was Ag/AgCl(s) and all potentials are referred to this electrode. Chronoamperometry (at −1.1 V) and chronopotentiometry (at −0.003 A/cm$^2$) were used to modify the surface with the Co-Mo alloy.

The deposit morphology was examined with a FEI Titan field emission gun TEM. Elemental composition was determined with an X-ray analyzer. X-ray diffraction (XRD) phase analysis was performed in a Philips MRD diffractometer in low-resolution parallel beam optics. Diffractograms were obtained in the 10–90 2θ range, with a 0.05° step and a measuring time of 5 s per step. The chemical state of the films was studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), with a PHI 5600 multi-technique system, using standard Al Kα radiation with a resolution of 0.1 eV. The take-off angle relative to the substrate was 45°. Charging effects were corrected by referring the binding energies to that of the C1s line at 284.8 eV.

Electrolysis at constant potential was carried out with an Autolab PGSTAT 30 potentiostat. Measurements were conducted using a 40 mL three-compartment glass cell with a glass frit separating the working and counter electrode compartments. The electrodes modified with Co-Mo alloy particles were used as working electrodes (surface/volume ratio of 0.025 cm$^{-1}$) and a large-area platinum gauze and Ag/AgCl(s) were used as auxiliary and reference electrodes, respectively. Phenol degradation was studied by UV-Vis absorbance spectra using a Cary 100 Varian spectrophotometer and scanning in the region between 200 and 500 nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Voltammetric results

The electrochemical behavior of Co-Mo deposition was analyzed by voltammetric experiments. The blank solution response was recorded; no processes take place between −1.2 V and 1.2 V.
Fig. 1 depicts the voltammetric response of the glassy carbon electrode in the S1 and S2 solutions. Fig. 1 also shows the typical nucleation loop in the reduction zone that reveals the deposition process.

![Cyclic voltammograms of the glassy carbon electrode in the S1 (dashed line) and S2 (solid line) solutions, pH 6, 50 mV/s scan rate](image)

**Figure 1.** Cyclic voltammograms of the glassy carbon electrode in the S1 (dashed line) and S2 (solid line) solutions, pH 6, 50 mV/s scan rate.

For the S2 solution, the voltammogram shows that the higher the molybdate content in solution, the higher the cathodic current. Hence, increasing the molybdate content enhances the deposition adherence. Fig. 1 also shows that the redox process is similar in the S1 and S2 solutions. Alloy deposition started at approximately \(-1\) V in both solutions. In the positive scan, a complex oxidation peak was observed in both solutions around \(-0.4\) V. This peak suggests the formation of intermetallic phases corresponding to the alloy formation [24–27].

An increase of the molybdate concentration to Co:Mo 2.3:1 from Co:Mo 20:1, causes the primary layer of molybdenum oxides to become thicker according to the electrodeposition mechanism. Since the molybdenum oxides are semiconductors, the increase in thickness shifts the onset of alloy deposition to more negative potentials, at which deposition is accompanied by hydrogen evolution [28].

3.2. Electrode modification

Electrode modification by electrodeposition was carried out potentiostatically and galvanostatically.

Chronoamperometry (CA) was selected as the Co-Mo electrodeposition method because of the interest in having nanoparticles on the surface of the electrodes. A deposition potential of \(-1.1\) V was selected because deposition potentials higher than \(-0.8\) V favor only the formation of molybdenum
oxides [20, 25], whereas more negative deposition potentials induce hydrogen evolution, damage the deposit and favor bubble formation on the electrode surface [28].

With this electrochemical method, the electrodeposition process shows the nucleation and growth phases at $-1.1 \text{ V}$ in the S1 and S2 solutions (Fig. 2). The nucleation process took place in less than 30 s, but the step time was extended to 300 s to allow the growth of deposits. The modified electrode obtained from the S1 solution was CA1 and the one obtained from the S2 solution was CA2.

**Figure 2.** Chronoamperometry of the glassy carbon electrode in the S1 (dashed line) and S2 (solid line) solutions, pH 6, $E = -1.1 \text{ V}$, $t =$ 300 s

**Figure 3.** Chronopotenciometry of the CP2 electrodeposition, $-0.003 \text{ A/cm}^2$, 300 s, pH 6
Chronopotentiometry was carried out in the same solutions as those used for the CA2 deposit to study the effect of applying this technique on the morphology and composition of the deposit; the modified electrode obtained was CP2. Chronopotentiometry was performed applying a current density of -0.003 A/cm². The electrochemical process (Fig. 3) shows an initial potential jump that indicates the nucleation on the electrode surface, and later a stabilization of the potential that defines the stage of nuclei growth. The growing potential was close to -1.025 V.

3.3. Electrode characterization

The CA2 and CP2 modified electrodes were characterized by XRD, TEM and XPS. XRD was used to determine the phases present on the electrode surface (Fig. 4). TEM was used to determine the predominant phase (Fig. 5) [29]. XPS was used to confirm the existence of an intermetallic Co-Mo bond on the electrode surface.

Fig. 4 depicts the result of the XRD analysis of CA2 and CP2. The obtained diffraction patterns suggest that both samples have a composition based on the Co₂Mo₃, CoMoO₃, CoMo₃O₈ and Co₇O₆ phases, as it has been reported in the literature [see JCPDS: 29–0490, JCPDS 21–0869JCPDS:34–0511 and JCPDS: 29–0489].

![Figure 4. XRD analysis of CA2 and CP2, 10–90 2θ, 30 min](image-url)

In order to corroborate these characteristics on our samples, we analyzed them by TEM. Figure 5 summarizes the crystalline and morphological characteristics of the samples. Figure 5a shows well-dispersed nanoparticles with diameters of 5–10 nm. It also shows particle agglomeration in some
regions, which can be attributed to the formation mechanism of an intermetallic induction [27]. Moreover, Figures 5b and 5c show that the crystalline arrangement corresponds to the $\text{Co}_2\text{Mo}_3$ phase, since the measured interplanar distance of 2.6 Å can be related to the distance between the planes of the $\text{Co}_2\text{Mo}_3$ and $\text{CoMoO}_3$ families. Figure 5d, which depicts selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of CA2, shows the presence of a mixture of phases. The analysis revealed diffraction spots, attributable to planes of the $\text{Co}_2\text{Mo}_3$ and $\text{CoMoO}_3$ families according to the measures of 0.2702, 0.2714 and 0.1521 nm corresponding to mixed oxides of Co and Mo. These diffractions correspond to a $\text{CoMoO}_3$ DRX structure, but there is also an $r = 0.2879$ diffraction that corresponds to the formation of the $\text{Co}_2\text{Mo}_3$ 29-0490 alloy.

Figure 5. Two-dimensional view of TEM images and SAED: a) CA2, 8700X, beam energy of 300 keV; b) CA2, 10000X, beam energy of 300 keV; c) CP2, 10000X, beam energy of 300 keV; d) SAED of CA2
XRD and SAED analyses showed the presence of Co$_2$Mo$_3$, but an XPS analysis was necessary to confirm the alloy electrodeposition.

XPS analysis of CA2 (Fig. 6) revealed a 3$d_{5/2}$ peak at 228.02 eV, a 3$d_{3/2}$ peak at 231.15 eV, and a 3.13 eV difference between the 3$d_{3/2}$ and 3$d_{5/2}$ peaks. These values correspond to Mo$^0$ [30]. In the electrodeposition of anomalous alloys (a mechanism reported in the literature [20, 27]), such as that of the Co-Mo alloy, the electrodeposition of molybdenum requires an induction process. For this reason, the presence of Mo$^0$ confirms the Co$_2$Mo$_3$ alloy formation.

All the performed analyses confirm the presence of mixed phases on the modified electrode surface. These mixed phases result from the Co-Mo alloy and mixed oxides. The formation of these mixed oxides was favored by the molybate concentration increase.

As in any induced intermetallic deposition, a molybdenum oxide film was formed on the electrode and then the Co-Mo nanoparticles grew over this film.

![Figure 6. XPS analysis of CA2, 224–238 eV binding energy](image)

3.4. Phenol degradation

Bulk electrolysis of 30 ppm phenol solutions was carried out to determine the phenol degradation by reduction using different modified electrodes (different deposit compositions). Table 1 shows the electrodeposition conditions. Glassy carbon was used as the WE; the electrode modifications were carried out in steps of –1.1 V during 300 s; the controlled-potential electrolysis was performed at –1.21 V for 180 min; the phenol concentration decrease was monitored by UV-Vis spectra at 269 nm. Electrodes modified with deposits of pure cobalt, Co$_2$Mo$_3$ + CoMoO$_3$ (CA2) and Co-Mo (CA1) were used to degrade phenol by cathodic reduction. The best result corresponds to CA2, which has the highest molybdenum concentration. According to the electrolysis data, this electrode has a good electrocatalytic activity to remove phenol by reduction.
Figure 7 depicts the bulk electrolysis results and shows the significant increase of electrocatalytic activity of the CA2 modified electrode, which removes 94.87% of the phenol in 180 min. According to the literature, the presence of cobalt molybdenum oxide in the CA2 electrode surface can increase its electrocatalytic activity because of the synergistic effect between Co and Mo [31, 32].

The synergic effect between Co and Mo can be attributed to the mechanism of electrochemical formation of an anomalous by induction alloy, such as the Co-Mo alloy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modified electrode designation</th>
<th>Electrodeposition Solutions</th>
<th>Composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CACo</td>
<td>S3 (100 mM:0 mM)</td>
<td>Pure cobalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2</td>
<td>S2 (2.3:1)</td>
<td>Co$_2$Mo$_5$ + CoMoO$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA1</td>
<td>S1 (20:1)</td>
<td>Co-Mo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the CA1 modified electrode, which contains less molybdenum than CA2, does not provide a significant improvement over the pure cobalt electrode in 180 min.
The mechanism of the Co-Mo alloy formation by electrodeposition suggests the electrolytic formation of a molybdenum oxides layer; these oxides chemically react with the electrochemically reduced cobalt to form the Co-Mo bond [24–27].

In addition, Kuznetsov et al. [21] showed the electrocatalytic capability of the deposits of this alloy on vitreous carbon in the hydrogen evolution reaction; they found that increasing the amount of molybdenum in the alloy has a favorable effect on this reaction.

Considering the previous analysis, we conclude that the exhaustive electrolysis of phenol over an electrode modified with the Co-Mo alloy (Co2Mo3) and the CoMoO3 oxide occurs together with an electrocatalytic hydrogen generation that facilitates the pollutant reduction.

On the other hand, the CA1 modified electrode, which contains less molybdenum than CA2, does not provide a significant improvement over the pure cobalt electrode in 180 min.

Table 2 summarizes the phenol degradation percentages for different electrodes. These data show that the CA2 electrode provides a degradation of 94.87% for 180 min. The standard deviation for this value was ±1.86 %. This degradation is higher than the 67.44% degradation obtained with CACo (pure cobalt) for 180 min.

Table 2. Phenol degradation percentages for different modified electrodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>CACo</th>
<th>CA1</th>
<th>CA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cobalt</td>
<td>Co-Mo</td>
<td>Co2Mo3 + CoMoO3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degradation (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>28.24</td>
<td>31.89</td>
<td>80.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>39.87</td>
<td>34.88</td>
<td>83.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>50.17</td>
<td>38.87</td>
<td>88.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.81</td>
<td>47.52</td>
<td>92.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>67.44</td>
<td>74.42</td>
<td>94.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bulk electrolysis results also revealed that phenol degradation mainly occurs during the first 20 min of reaction. After 180 min, there was no significant degradation even if the electrolysis was extended to 300 min.

During bulk electrolysis using the CA2 modified electrode, an immiscible organic phase appears. Further UV-Vis analysis of the aqueous solution between 200 and 500 nm (Fig. 8) showed the formation of two reaction byproducts. UV-Vis spectra showed one absorption band at 210 nm and a group or bands at 260 nm. According to [33–35], the first band corresponds to cyclohexane and the group of bands corresponds to benzene.

To confirm the presence of cyclohexane and benzene a blank solution containing water, sodium citrate 0.2 M, phenol 30 ppm, benzene 0.001 L and cyclohexane 0.001 L was prepared. Figure 8 shows the UV-Vis spectra of this solution and that of the bulk electrolysis final solution. The results revealed that the reaction products were in fact cyclohexane and benzene.
Figure 8. UV-Vis spectra of the solution (phenol 30 ppm and 0.001 mL of benzene and cyclohexane as blank solution) and of the bulk electrolysis final solution.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Glassy carbon electrodes, modified by electrodeposited nanoparticles of a mixture of Co$_2$Mo$_3$ and CoMoO$_3$ (CA2) have electrocatalytic activity for phenol reduction. These electrodes degrade phenol in synthetic solutions of phenol 30 ppm.

Bulk electrolysis of phenol with the CA2 working electrode having a surface/volume ratio of 0.025 cm$^{-1}$, at $–1.2$ V vs. Ag(s)/AgCl, removed approximately 95% of phenol in 3 h.
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